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The orthographic level, then, achieves maximal generality over

automatic phonological patterning by getting around the minor exceptions.

This is of considerable theoretical interest because it corresponds, it

seems to me, quite closely to what Sapir (1925, 1933) meant by "phonemes"

(or "(speech) sounds" in the earlier article) in his discussions of their

psychological reality. He did not work with the more usual concep-

tion of "phoneme 1
* as a segment defined at an automatically identifiable

level in a phonological derivation, and would probably not have ascribed

psychological significance to such a construct.

In §1.1 I will define the orthographic symbols, and give rules lead-

ing from the phonological level represented by the orthography to the tax-

onomic phonemic level (i.e., the postorthographic rules, as defined above).

From there, I will give some of the more important phonetic rules. In

short, §1,1 is a guide to pronounciation of the orthography. In §1.2 mor-

phophonemics is presented, beginning with morphophonemic level segments

and junctures, and then taking the rules P1-P39 in order, down to the pho-

nemic level. Here, the reordering brought about by the orthography will

be ignored, and the technically correct ordering from P21 to P39 will be

followed. As a result, preorthographic rules will be presented there for

the first time, .while postorthographic rules will be presented again. In

§1.3 external sandhi is discussed. This is the same order of presentation

followed by Reed et al. 1977, except that th^y do not reintegrate pre- and

postorthographic rules in an overall phono! ogically correct order.

Kl. Orthography,

In this section, citations in the orthography will be marked with no

brackets or underlining; phonological representations from the level



of the orthography to the taxonomic phonemic level will be cited between

slashes (//); and phonetic transcriptions will be cited between square

brackets ([]). Phonetic transcriptions are defined technically as the

outputs of rules beyond P39.

1.1.1. Orthographic symbols and their values.

See table 1-1. In giving phonological representations at the ortho-

graphic level, the first free variant of each segment will be used,

thus orthographic ss is assigned the value [s*?], and assirpagg 'good!
1

will be represented phonological ly at the orthographic level as

/asi&pax/ and not /asijpax/. Vowels and diphthongs will be represented

phonologically at the orthographic level with /a, i, u» 4/ and combina-

tions thereof, thus nerua 'I eat 1

is represented /n*$ua/ and not /n4$ob/.

Finally, orthographic c will be represented /c/ rather than /c7 phono-

logically at the orthographic level.

1.1.2. Syntagmatic constraints at the orthographic level.

1.1.2*1. Syllable shape.

The syllable is symbolized with '$' in phonological rules. Sylla-

ble shape at the orthographic level is:

/ \ty] V(V)(C)./ (# = word boundary; period (.} * syllable
* * boundary)

Examples: /aa.ta/ aata 'father 1

; /a^.naq/ amaq 'woman*; /na.nuaq/

nanuaq 'polar bear'; /tai.taa/ taitaa 'he brings it'. For purposes of

syllabification geminate consonants count as consonant clusters, and

syllabified with the raised dot symbolizing gemination phonologically

treated as the second member of the cluster, thus /mit.*uq/ mit'uq 'he



Table 1-1: Orthographic symbols and their values
2

(phonetic representations Indicate the realization of the
unmarked alternant; multiple symbols Indicate free variation in the unmarked alternant).

CONSONANTS



lands'. This notational convention insures distinctness from true like-

consonant clusters, as in /cap.jit.ta.cia.ni/ caprit'taciani 'because it

has such power to succeed
1

.

1.1. 2. 2. Co-occurrence restrictions at the orthographic level.

Word initially, all orthographic level segments occur except

voiceless nasals, /q, v, $, $, *
w

, f, 4, x, x, and xw/. Word-finally,

all orthographic level segments occur except: voiceless nasals, voiced

fricatives, /f, 4, s, x
w

, xw , and */. The following are the only im-

permissible consonant cluster types at the orthographic level: /N C/

and /F Co/, where C = S, F , N . These restrictions on clusters are

largely artificial, since they are an arbitrary expression of neutrali-

zation due to voice assimilation. They feed rules P21* and P23 1

, which

reconstitute them Into proper surface. form. The restrictions are formed

preorthographically, by arbitrary convention (see §1.2.3.1 and §1.2.3.3

for the formulations of these conventions).

1.1.3. Uses of apostrophe.

In the orthography, there are five uses of apostrophe, all In comp-

lementary distribution. They are:

a * Cl'^ ' where Cr and C^ each are symbols used to represent con-

sonants . Apostrophe resolves ambiguities where C^ could be inter-

preted as a digraph or when Cj * C
2 . E.g., tan'gurraq 'boy

1

, where

n'g represents /n$/ at the orthographic level, as distinct from ng,

which represents /n/; ner'rurlurtuq 'the poor one eats', where

r'r represents /jj/, as distinct from rr, which represents /x/.

b - C^^where C,C? symbolizes/SF
v/,/SNu/,/F F

v
/ t ,./FJW

v
A_orJT

v
S/.



Apostrophe prevents assimilation by P21 ' and P23\ Thus at the taxono-

mic phonemic level, t'r in ut'rutaa 'he went home with it
1 represents

/ti/ (tr would represent /tx/); p*n in up'nerkaq 'Spring* represents

/pn/ (pn would represent /pn/); gg'1 in kegg'laagtuq 'he suddenly

bites* represents /xl/ (ggl would represent /x*/); IVm in nall'megte-

ggun 'by themselves' represents /lm/ (11m would represent /*m/); and

l'q 1n al'qaq 'older sister' represents /lq/ (Iq would represent /*q/).

In representing the orthographic level phonologically, I keep the apos-

trophe, thus /ut'rutaa/, /up'n4j|kaq/, /kix'laajtuq/, etc.

c» VC'V Apostrophe indicates geminate C. Phonologically, this Is re-

presented as /C-/. E.g.. mit'uq /mit-uq/ 'it lands'.

d. CV'C- A postrophe marks stress in closed syllables which carry

stress at the orthographic level (caused by P36a for Chevak). This is

represented phonologically as /CVC./. E.g., aturtu'rluni /atuitfaluni/

'he keeps singing 1
.

e * It. Apostrophe marks segment loss due to wcrd-final abbreviation, an

an external sandhi process (see 11.3). E.g., anlun' /anlun/ 'he went

out 1 from anluni /anluni/ (same meaning).



1,1.4. On boundaries.

A minimal intonation unit is a stretch of speech surrounded by

pauses and pronounced with a single intonation contour, A word is the

smallest morphological unit that can function as a minimal intonation

unit (it also has independent morphological definitions (see §2.2.):

from this, it follows that the word is the smallest morphological unit

that can be pronounced in isolation and still be judged a well-formed

utterance in the language by native speakers. The words in minimal

intonation units that contain more than one word are linked with

the boundary '-': phonological ly, that boundary is defined as the loca-

tion where external sandhi processes can take place (see Si .3). In

effect, then, a minimal intonation group can further be defined as a

group of words within which external v sandhi processes can occur (unless

the minimal intonation group consists of a single word-). Thus in

al'-atkullraanka-piunrirlug'-ilair
Oh, my old parka is being ruined, oh my goodness!

ala 'oh*

atkullraanka 'my old parka 1 AB(ls-p)
piunrirluki 'letting it no longer continue' (AP0(3p))
ilalketa 'oh my goodness! 1 (PT)

the phrase is a minimum intonation unit containing more than one word;

we know that these are words because they are judged as well-formed when

pronounced in Isolation, as in the examples cited below it, but they

cannot be broken down any further and remain well-formed. Note the ex-

ternal sandhi changes in the phrase, as against the words in isolation.

The enclitic boundary *-' behaves in some respects as an internal

boundary (see P30', P31', and in some respects as an external boundary

(see P25, and §1.3). All boundaries are used in phonological represen-

tations as well as in the orthography.



1.1.5. Pre syllabi e*mbdifi cation segmental rules.

All of the following rules are postorthographic, as explained in

the introduction to this chapter. Because the formulation of these

rules here differs at times in minor respects from their formulation in

§1.2, I mark them with a following prime ('). Thus, P21 * corresponds

to P21, formulated in §1.2.3.1. In citations of derivations* I use the

following format:

orthographic version
/input to rule Pn'/
/output of rule Pn7 (Pn

1

)

/taxonomic phonemic level representation/

When the input to rule Pn
1

is at ihe level represented by the orthogra-

phy, the form at that level is represented phonological ly. At times ex-

tensions of the above format will be used; the added forms will be la-

beled to the right. The top line however always will be the orthogra-

phic version, and the bottom line the taxonomic phonemic representation.

1.1.5.1. Voice assimilation.

. P2V Progressive assimilation: /CoCv/ =* /C C /

(Where C « S, F , N ; Cv = Fv , Nv )

P23* Regressive assimilation: /VVS/ =* /F S/

P2T and P23 1

do not apply when apostrophe intervenes between the con-

sonant segments at the orthographic level (see §1.1,4, item (b)). When

/Cv/ or /Fv/ is /y/» the rule blocks because the orthography uses s to

represent the voiceless palatal fricative when it occurs in clusters,

that 1s, this process is handled preorthographically in that instance.

(It would of course be more logical to write neqyagtuq and meqsugpagg

below as neq'yagtuq vs. meqyugtuq, but would introduce a needless hind-



ranee to general literacy among speakers of Central YupMk as a whole to

introduce logical adjustments for each dialect.) Examples:

atra
/atja/
/atxa/ P21

•

/ilk*/
his* name

angutnguneq
/agutQun4q/
/arjutgun4q/ P2V
/arjutnun4q/

older brother (of $)

pivkenani
/pivk4nani/
/pifk4nani/
/pffk4na1mi/
not doing

nv

^(jnaurai
/axnaujai/
/axgaujai/ P2T
/3xn,£u*wai/
he'd send them
away

meqsugpagg
/m4qsu$pax/
/m4qsuxpax/ P23'

/nrfqsuxpax/
I'd like something to drink

arumaarrluk
/a£umaaxluk/
/afcumaaxluk/ P21'

/a&uumax4uk/
pokefish

neqyagtuq
/n4qya$tuq/
/n4qyaxtuq/ P23'

/nfqyaxtuq/
there's lots of fish

1.1.5.2. Labialization of velar fricatives.

P26' /uG/=^W/ (G = non-labial ized (front and back) velar fricatives;

W = labialized (front and back) velar fricatives.

Examples:

marrl'ugaq piurtuq
/maxluxaq/ P2T /piuxtuq/ P23 1

/max^uxWaq/ P26' /piuxwtuq/ P26'
/mSxluxWaq/ /pfx^tuq/
grandmother [pexw-toqw] 'he continues on'

Velar stops are actually also subject to this process, but it is treated

for them at the phonetic level, since it does not feed any higher level

processes (compare piurtuq, which looses the conditioning environment

before the taxonomic phonemic level).



1.1. 6, Syllable modification rules.

1.1.6.1. Inherent stress rules.

P28 1
/#(C)VC.$/ ~> /#(C)VC.$/

P29' / f!?} W(C).$/ =* / [*!?] /V(C).$/

Examples:

aggnaurai arumaarrluk pirpakluku
/axgau$wai/ /a$umaax*uk/ /pispakluku/
/ixgaTuiwai/ P28\ P29' /ajuma'axluk/ P29' /pfxpaktuku/ P28 1

/axga'ujwai/ /a$uuma*}uk/ /pfxpakiuku/
he'd send them away pokefish he treasured it

1.1.6.2. Cyclic syllable modification rules.

This set of rules applies as a group; the group applies at the

word level, from left to right. Breve (
¥

) indicates unstressed syllable.

P30 ' /£/}$•&$•/ /[#/$.(.$./ Rhythmic stress assignment.

P31' /C.CV.
£ (

j
*j #J / ** /C.CV. [($;);} / Stress displacement. 4

Rule P3V is not found in the NS dialect (Jacobson 1980c). It does not

apply if an enclitic boundary (=} intervenes in the input, see angyani

*llu and angyaq*llu=gguq below.

P32a' /C
1
V.C2VV/ => /C^.-VV/

Gemination and secondary stress.

P32b» /CVC.CW/ ==> /CVC.CW/

P33' /{<./ =* /CW./
Realization of open stressed syllables,

P34* /C
}
(X

2/
** /C

}
k2^/
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